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revu comes with extreme, standard, and cad editions. revu standard is available for use with revu cad. cad supports all revu standard features
plus cad-specific features like signing digitally signed pdfs and revu apps. revu cad is available for use with all digital signatures. revu is
compatible with mac and windows computers. revu uses a single installer for standard, cad and extreme. for revu 2019 and revu 20, your serial
number and product key will automatically assign the correct edition for installation. for revu 2018 and below, youll be prompted to choose your
preferred edition once you begin installation. revu extreme is available in standard, cad and extreme editions. extreme comes with additional
features for creating extreme pdf packages, including the ability to create a new collection (an extreme pdf package that groups related
documents together), compare two collections for significant changes, and copy, merge and move collections within the revu environment. your
digital id certificate is the only way revu can validate that the signer of a digital signature is actually the owner of the digital id represented by the
certificate. in other words, it is the only way revu can verify that you are the person signing documents. revu can verify digital signatures, and it
can also verify encrypted files that were encrypted with your private key. to do so, revu searches the unencrypted data inside the encrypted file to
determine the message’s original contents. the only thing that cannot be combined, however, is an encrypted file. revu doesn’t have access to the
private key that encrypts a file. only the owner of the private key can decrypt it. there is no point in sending the signer a certificate and a file that
he or she cannot open. the only way to create a secure digital signature is to send them the owner of the private key and the document encrypted
with it.
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revu works in conjunction with windows to prevent you from accidentally signing in to the wrong computer. in order to sign in to the right
computer, youll need to turn off revus revu lock feature. revu will automatically sign in to the computer youre signed into on the last time you

used revu. revu is a native pdf editor. all pdfs that you create or import into your revu project are automatically certified. to create a pdf package,
choose file > pdfpackage from the main menu. to create a pdf package from another revu edition, you will need to first import the pdf into revu

using the add file > import from revu menu option. revu works with any open document format (openxml) office open xml documents. a pdf
certificate is created for each document as it is imported or saved. this certificate is used to validate the original document and prevent someone

from modifying the digital document after certification. for more information, see microsoft office open xml document format and pdf and openxml
converter. revu can automatically create a pdf package from multiple pdfs. create a pdf package to consolidate certified documents or make a
package of the pdfs youre currently certifying. see creating a package of documents for details. you can add a digital signature to any pdf, and
revu will make that pdf certificateable and will even fill in the certificate information for you. you can also do the same for a pdf document, and

revu will generate a digital signature and fill in the certificate information for you. if you already have a valid self-signed certificate for your server
(or for any server your users might use), you can use that certificate to sign documents. 5ec8ef588b
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